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Funding: Seventure Partners help Fintech  

company Anytime raise 5M€  

 

Paris, November 15th, 2016 - Anytime announces that its latest funding round has raised 5 million Euros. A leading 

European player in financing innovation, Seventure Partners deployed €4.5 million for Fintech company Anytime- 

the remaining 500,000€ needed to complete this funding round came from the company’s own resources.  

With the support of Seventure Partners, Anytime aims to become Europe’s leading provider of ‘alternative or 

complementary banking services’ for companies and individuals. This recent financing is an important step for 

further developing and growing the company.  

“Anytime represents a new generation of start-ups that are shaking up the traditional banking system. Anytime 

accounts meet the demands of customers who want to be able to consult, manage and spend their money anytime, 

anywhere, on any device. We were also impressed by the pragmatism of the company’s leaders who not only have 

shown great maturity in their road map for the company, but also have extensive experience in the Fintech world,” 

explains Ludovic Denis, Venture Partner of Seventure Partners and a Fintech specialist. 

An account that is an alternative or is complementary to a traditional bank account, Anytime meets the diverse 

needs of individuals, including younger generations, but also those of professionals - particularly those that are auto-

entrepreneurs, start-ups, work independently, artisans, freelancers, in SMEs and associations. Anytime provides a 

toolbox full of options for its customers including: IBAN accounts, Mastercard or Visa cards with immediate 

transactions and an array of innovative services for sending and receiving money, the possibility to receive invoice 

payments by email or text message as well as the ability to charge credit cards on a payment terminal, manage 

business expenses and even automatically input account fluctuations into accounting programs and bookkeeping.   

Supported by a robust and open (API) technical platform, the innovative Anytime concept is also available as a fully 

integrated white label service in order to best meet the needs of banks, insurance companies, large intersecting 

audiences and FinTech.  

“Our mission is to revolutionize access to banking services by providing everyone with a banking offer that is flexible 

and without constraints and that, thanks to the large range of services we offer, can adapt to anyone’s needs. 

Professionals, individuals, everyone finds their perfect account! For professionals, we have purposefully built 

Anytime in Banking-as-a-Service mode on an open API system which gives companies the capability to innovate. A 

strategy which radically sets us apart from all the other Fintechs on the French market,” explains Damien Dupouy, 

CEO and co-founder of Anytime. 

 

 

 

 

 



About Seventure Partners  

With over €600m in assets under management as of the end of 2015, Seventure Partners is a leading venture capital 

firm in Europe. Since 1997, Seventure Partners has invested in innovative businesses with high growth potential in 

digital technologies, especially fintech & assurtech, in France and Germany, and in the life sciences field across 

Europe and North America. Investments can range between €500k and €10m per round, or up to €20m per 

company, from early to late stage. In December 2013, Seventure Partners successfully launched Health for Life 

Capital™ which has attracted strategic investments from prestigious organizations including Danone, Tereos, Tornier, 

Lesaffre, Bel and Novartis as well as entrepreneurs and financial institutions. 

Seventure is a subsidiary of Natixis Global Asset Management. Natixis is the corporate investment management and 

financial services arm of Groupe BPCE, the second-largest French bank.  

For more details: www.seventure.com 

 

About Anytime 

Startup launched in 2014, Anytime provides a "new modern banking" for SME, corporate and consumers. No 

committement, totaly mobile oriented, Anytime is a turnkey multi-service offer with a suit of simple, customizable 

and secure solutions to buy, sell, refund, manage, collect and send money. 

The Anytime account includes an Iban with a Mastercard or Visa cards and a lot of tools to manage its account. 

Anytime goes further by propviding a wide range of services. For example, SME, start-ups, freelancer, self-employer 

can manage their business expenses, secure their online expenses or accept credit card thanks to mPOS Payment 

Terminal. On the other hand, the consumers can manage in real time the limits of their cards, refund friends, pay a 

merchant by SMS or send money anywhere to anyone with or without a bank account.  

Based on robust and Open banking platfom, Anytime's is also available in white label for fintechs, banks, insurance 

companies and SME.  

For more information on the company: https://www.anyti.me 
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